
GCSE Theme  3 Current and future study:  Mi vida en el insti- Recap and exam skills. 

Imperfect tense, future tenses, asking and answering
questions. 

Dealing with 3 tenses. 
Describing your school, school subjects, teachers, rules. 

Comparing your primary school with your secondary school. 

Orientate
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We can participate more effectively and responsibly in a multicultural world if we know another 
language

“The limits of my language mean the limits of my world”

En forma

Reading and writing:  Present adjectives and connectives
To be able to talk about diet and healthy lifestyle.

Analysing 
progress

Speaking and Listening: Present tense, past tense, 
opinions, adjectives, connectives and adjective.

To be able to talk about what you like to do at work, and 
what you would like to do in the future

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

GCSE Theme 1 identity and culture: Mi gente

.

GCSE Theme 1 Identity and culture: Mi gente

Analysing 
progress

GCSE Theme  3 Current and future study:  Mi vida en el insti

Using verbs in the present tense, adjectival 
agreements, expanding vocabulary.  

Photo Card and writing. 
To be able to describe people, talking about family and  

describing relationships

Reading and listening exercises, extended 
writing, and working on inferring meaning. 

Analysing 
progress

Reading, listening and writing
Present continuous, comparisons, positive and negative 

arguments. 
To be able to talk about social network, reading preferences 

and making arrangements. 

End of Year Exam
Written Paper 
and speaking



SPEAKING WRITING LISTENING READING

Grade 
9

I speak effortlessly, use lots of complex vocab, 
advanced grammar  & at least 5 tenses & I am  
precise & fluent
I have excellent pronunciation
I use subordinate clauses
I express complex ideas and interesting opinions 
fluently & accurately
I  take the initiative 

My work is faultless 
I  have a wealth of interesting ideas, 
which are expressed accurately & 
succinctly
My vocab is sophisticated & I can write 
in different registers
I manipulate grammar & tenses 
effortlessly & accurately

I immediately understand long passages at 
normal speed
My answers are 100% accurate & detailed
I cope with any topic even ones with which 
I’m not familiar
My vocab is excellent and  I cope with 
regional accents & slang

I can skim a text to pinpoint answers
I am a quick reader & only have to reread to 
pick up the finer details & nuances in a long, 
complex text
My answers are highly accurate & detailed
I have a huge vocabulary and understand 
both grammar & idioms

Grade 
8

I produce language spontaneously & confidently 
with good pronunciation.  
I can use a wide variety of grammar, vocabulary 
(including connectives), complex and varied 
structures and at least 4 tenses correctly.  I take 
the initiative & give lots of opinions & justifications 
to develop my answers fully.  

I use a wide range of tenses, complex 
and varied structures accurately 
My vocab is varied & interesting & my 
work is well structured
I express myself well & justify my 
opinions accurately
I make very few errors but my verbs are 
always correct

I  readily understand long passages at 
normal speed
I can work out meaning of new words from 
context
I give detailed & accurate answers 
I have a broad vocab and understand 
grammar very well

I understand very well any topic even 
difficult or unfamiliar ones
I can infer answers & work out meaning of 
new words in context
My answers are detailed & accurate
I have an in-depth vocab & I understand  
even complex grammar
I can cope with idioms & expressions

Grade 
7

I can speak quite fluently about a range of topics 
and I give extended opinions.
I can use 3+ tenses, connectives and more varied 
and complex structures accurately.
I display a good understanding of grammar.  Most 
of the work I produce is correct and understood.

My writing is  correct
I can use 3+ tenses including irregular 
verbs with a good level of accuracy.  
I give extended opinions with 
justifications.  
I can use connectives and a wider range 
of structures correctly.

I can pick out the main points of long 
passages and draw conclusions from the 
information I hear.  
I understand a wide variety of structures 
and vocabulary, including 3+ tenses.   I 
understand language spoken at near 
normal speed by a native speaker.

I understand and can draw conclusions from 
most of the information I read, including 
longer texts containing at least 3 tenses and 
more complex structures and grammar.   

Grade 
6

I can speak quite a lot about things I know and 
frequently develop answers including opinions 
and reasons.  I use 3 tenses accurately and my 
grammar is good.  I pronounce words quite well 
and the information I say is easily understood.  

My writing is generally accurate and I 
use 3 tenses accurately, including 
common irregular verbs.  I can write 
extended passages including opinions 
and reasons.  I can describe factual and 
non factual information clearly.   

I can listen and understand longer passages 
spoken quickly which contain at least 3 
tenses and a range of structures and 
vocabulary.  I can understand information 
and pick out the main details from most 
topics.  I can apply skills that enable me to 
cope with unfamiliar language.  

I understand a lot of the information I read 
including longer texts that are factual and 
non – factual.   I can understand details and 
different points of view from most topic 
areas.  I can identify and understand at least 
3 different tenses.  
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SPEAKING WRITING LISTENING READING
Grade 
5

I can hold a short conversation using 
opinions and developed answers.  I can use 
at least 3 tenses generally accurately and 
talk about myself and other people.  My 
accent is understandable and I pronounce 
words reasonably accurately.  

I can write using 3 tenses 
generally accurately and include 
opinions and developed answers.  
I can adapt verbs according to who 
is doing the action and write 
longer passages.   My grammar 
and spelling are clear and 
understandable.  

I can understand the main points and 
details of spoken passages containing 
familiar language in unfamiliar 
contexts.  I can identify 3 different 
tenses and understand opinions and 
reasons.  

I can understand the main points and 
details of written passages containing 
familiar language in unfamiliar 
contexts.  I can apply my knowledge of 
grammar to deduce the meaning of 
words.  I can recognise 3 different 
tenses.  

Grade 
4

I can hold a short conversation with simple 
opinions and justifications.  I can use at least 
2 different tenses talking about myself.  My 
pronunciation is recognisable and my accent 
is quite good.  I can be understood by a 
sympathetic native speaker.  

I can write generally accurately 
using 2 tenses, opinions and 
reasons.  I can write extended 
sentences and short paragraphs.  I 
can apply simple grammar rules 
accurately.  

I understand a lot of what I hear and 
work out the gist of short extracts.  I 
understand well familiar topics and 
pick out some details.  I can identify 2 
different tenses when listening.

I understand a lot of what I read and 
can extract meanings and some details.  
I can understand references to 2 
different tenses in short paragraphs 
and extended sentences, and identify 
opinions with reasons.

Grade 
3

I can respond to some questions in a range 
of familiar topics.  My answers are quite 
short but may be developed occasionally.  I 
can use simple connectives and apply simple 
grammar rules. 

I can write quite long sentences 
and use familiar vocabulary.  I can 
use simple connectives to develop 
my answers and apply simple 
grammar rules from memory.

I can pick out the main points of 
shorter extracts and understand 
familiar language in familiar contexts.  
I may need extracts to be repeated 
several times before I understand.  

I can understand the main points of 
passages which contain language in 
familiar contexts and I am able to cope 
with simple opinions and grammar.

Grade 
2

I can ask and answer simple questions in a 
range of familiar topics.  My answers are 
quite short but give more than a basic 
response.

I can write short paragraphs on 
familiar topics, mostly from 
memory and I can look up new 
vocabulary to personalise my 
work.

I can understand the main points and 
some details from short spoken 
passages containing familiar language 
in simple sentences with repetition 

I can understand some details in short 
written passages about familiar topics.  
I can use context to work out the 
meaning of unfamiliar words.

Grade 
1

I can give a basic response to simple 
questions when dealing with familiar topics.  
I can extend my answers using simple 
connectives and I can give short answers 
from memory.

I can write short sentences using a 
dictionary or word glossary for 
support and substitute words and 
phrases to personalise my work.

I can understand some main points 
from a spoken passage containing 
familiar language with repetition.  

I can understand some main points 
from a written passage containing 
familiar language and I am able to use 
dictionary or a word glossary to find 
out the meaning of new vocabulary.
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Foundation Higher

Speaking

25%

7 - 9 mins
60 marks

Tasks

- Role Play
- Photo card

- General Conversation

10 - 12 mins
60 marks

Tasks

- Role Play
- Photo card

- General Conversation

Writing
25%

1 hour
60 marks

Tasks
- Photo Card

- 40 Word question
- 90 Word Question

- Translations

1 hour
60 marks

Tasks
- Photo Card

- 90 Word question
- 150 Word Question

- Translations

Reading
25%

45 Mins
60 Marks

Tasks: 
- reading questions

- translation into English

60 Mins
60 Marks

Tasks: 
- reading questions

- translation into English

Listening
25%

35 Mins
40 Marks

Tasks: 
- questions in English

- questions in Spanish 

45 Mins
50 Marks

Tasks: 
- questions in English

- questions in Spanish
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Fácil = easy   difícil = hard

Útil = useful  inútil = useless

Barato = cheap caro = expensive

Emocionante – exciting

Entretenido – entertaining

Asqueroso - disgusting

Precioso – beautiful

Agradable – pleasant

Raro – strange  Ruidoso - noisy

Gracioso – funny Pobre - poor

Tranquilo - quiet

Sano – healthy

Malsano – unhealthy

Nomalmente– normally

Completamente – completely

Rápidamente – quickly

Frecuentemente – frequently

A veces = sometimes

Siempre = always

Nunca= never

A menudo = often

Raramente – rarely

Especialmente - especially

Aunque – although

O – or

Ya que – since/as

Dado que – given that

Así que – therefore

Como – as / like

No obstante – nethertheless

Por un lado – on one hand

Por otro lado – on the other 

hand

Quizás – perhaps

Además – besides

Mientras - whilst

Muy – very  tan - so

Más – more  Menos – less

Un poco – a bit 

Bastante – quite

Demasiado – too

Realmente - really

Tanto/a/os/as – so much/many

Con – with, sin – without

Ya – already

La mayoría de – most

Also remember 6Ws

Creo que = I think that

Pienso que = I think that

No aguanto/no soporto – I can’t 

stand

Me interesa … – interests me

Me molesta … annoys me

No me importa – it doesn’t 

bother me

A mi juicio – in my opinion

Me flipa – I love

A mi modo de ver – from my 

point of view

PORQUE ES/SON - because it is/ 

are

¡Qué lástima! What a pity!

¡Qué horror! – how awful!

¡Qué guay! – How great!

¡Qué buena idea! – what a good 

idea!

¡Qué  desastre! – what a disaster!

Es que = is that

Si pudiera – if I could

Suelo + infinitive = I usually …

Acabo de + inf – I have just ..

Tengo ganas de + inf – I really 

want to …

Primero – first, Segundo – second

Luego – then, Más tarde – later

Antes – before, Después – after

Por la manana/tarde/noche – in 

the am/pm/night

En el pasado /  En el futuro

Este fin de semana = this 

weekend

Hace + time – x time ago

Ayer – yesterday, mañana –

tomorrow

Al fin y a cabo – at the end of 

the day

Voy – I go, iré – I will go, fui – I 

went, voy a ir – I am going to go, 

iba – I used to go, iría – I would 

go

Tengo – I have, tendré – I will 

have, tendría – I would have, 

voy a tener – I am going to 

have, tuve – I had, tenía – I used 

to have

Soy – I am, seré – I will be, sería –

it/I would be

Puedo – I can, pude – I could 

(past) podría – I would be able 

to, se puede – on can,, me 

gustaría – I would like

A
Adjectives

V
Verbs (infinitives) 

O
Opinions

C
Connectives

A
Adverbs

D
Detail

O
OMG

S
Sequencers
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Impresionante – impressive, 

asombroso – surprising

Fatigante – tiring

Monótono – boring, 

decepcionado - disappointing

Fastidioso – annoying

Sorprendente – surprising

Inolvidable – unforgettable

Extraño – strange

Embarazoso – embarrassing

Repugnante – disgusting

Espantoso – frightening

Alucinante – astounding

Flipante – fantastic

Es la leche – it is the best thing 

ever!

Rápidamente – quickly

Frecuentemente – frequently

A veces = sometimes

Siempre = always

Nunca= never

A menudo = often

Raramente – rarely

Especialmente – especially

Semanalmente-weekly

Mensualmente – monthly

Previamente – previously

Lentamente – slowly

Inmediatamente - immediatly

Siempre y cuando – so long as

Por lo tanto = therefore, so

Sobre todo = above all

Incluso = including

Por lo menos = at least 

Quizás – perhaps

Además – besides

Mientras – whilst

Después de todo- after all

Claro que – of course

Para que – in order that

Así que – therefore

Como – as / like

No obstante – nethertheless

Ya – already tan - so

Un poco – a bit  casi - almost

Bastante – quite/enough

Demasiado – too

Tanto/a/os/as – so much/many

Con – with, sin – without

La mayoría de – most

La mitad de – half of

El resto de – the rest of

Más __ que = more __ than

Menos __ que = less __ than

Tan __como – as __ as

La/el más = the most

La/el menos = the least

Creo que/pienso que = I think that

No aguanto/no soporto – I can’t stand

Me interesa … – interests me

Me molesta … annoys me

No me importa – it doesn’t bother me

A mi juicio – in my opinion

Me flipa – I love

A mi modo de ver – from my point of 

view

Diría que – I would say that

Un sueño hecho realidad- a dream 

come true

Me siento que – I feel that

Me aburre-…bores me

Me parece que- it seems to me that

Si fuese rico + conditional – If I were rich…

Haga lo que haga – No matter what I do
No hay mal que por bien no venga - Every 

cloud has a silver lining 
¡Qué pesadilla! What a nightmare!

En un abrir y cerrar de ojos–in blink of an eye  
¡Que rollo! – What a drag!

Estar hasta las narices / coronilla de que–to 
be fed up with

Es la leche / bomba–It’s  awesome
Es pan comido–It’s very easy

Alucino en colores–I am very surprised about 
something

Está loco como una cabra–he/she is as mad 
as a hatter

Es tiquismiquis–he/she is very fussy
Estuvo lloviendo a ca ́ntaros –it was raining  

cats and dogs

En el pasado /  En el futuro

Este fin de semana = this weekend

Hace + time – x time ago

Ayer – yesterday, mañana –

tomorrow

Al fin y a cabo – at the end of the 

day

Antes de + inf – before doing

Después de + inf = after doing

Al + inf – on doing (at the moment of)

Nunca – never

Ni…ni.. – neither ..nor…

Voy – I go, iré – I will go, fui – I went, 

voy a ir – I am going to go, iba – I 

used to go, iría – I would go, Tengo –

I have, tendré – I will have, tendría –

I would have, voy a tener – I am 

going to have, tuve – I had, tenía – I 

used to have, Soy – I am, seré – I will 

be, sería – it/I would be

Puedo – I can, pude – I could (past) 

podría – I would be able to, se 

puede – on can, me gustaría – I 

would like, quisiera – I would like, 

deberíamos – we should 

A -Adjectives V -Verbs O -Opinions C -Connectives

A - Adverbs
D - Detail O - OMG S -Sequencers
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TENSE The present tense
(what is happening 
now/what you usually 
do/facts)

The present 
continuous
(ing    - I am….ing 
/ he is…..ing)

The preterite
What happened 
in the past / did / 
….ed / 
completed

The imperfect
What used to 
happen in the 
past / was….ing / 
continuous 
action

The immediate
future 
What you are GOING 
TO DO

The Future
What you 
WILL do

The conditional
What you WOULD do

RULE Take AR/ER/IR off the 
infinitive to leave the 
stem and add the 
following endings:

AR              ER              IR

Conjugate ESTAR 
(to be) + ando 
(AR) / iendo (ER-
IR) to the stem

Take AR/ER/IR 
off the infinitive 
to leave the stem 
and add the 
following 
endings:

AR        ER/IR

Take AR/ER/IR 
off the infinitive 
to leave the stem 
and add the 
following 
endings:

AR         ER/IR

Conjugate IR (to go) 
+ a + infinitive

INFINITIVE + 
the following 
endings

*Do NOT 
take off the 
AR/ER/IR

INFINITIVE + the 
following endings

*Do NOT take off the 
AR/ER/IR

1. Yo (I) O                    O                   
O

Estoy +
ando/iendo
(Estoy hablando 
/ comiendo_

é                    í aba                ía Voy a …………..

(Voy a ir-I’m going to 
go)

é ía

1. Tú (you s inf ) as                   es                  
es

Estás +
ando/iendo

aste             iste abas              ías Vas a………….. ás ías

1. Él / Ella / Es / 

Usted 

(he/she/it/ you 

s f)

a                      e                    
e

Está +
ando/iendo

ó                    ió aba                ía Va a………….. á ía

1. Nosotros (we) amos          emos          
imos

Estamos +
ando/iendo

amos           imos ábamos    íamos Vamos a……….. emos íamos

1. Vosotros (you 

pl inf)

áis                  éis                  
ís

Estáis +
ando/iendo

asteis         isteis abais            íais Vais a ………….. éis íais

1. Ellos/Ellas/Ust

edes (they / 

you pl f)

an                   en                
en

Están +
ando/iendo

aron           ieron aban             ían Van a………. án ían
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Past events Present Events Future Events

Time Markers

Ayer Yesterday

La semana pasada  Last week

El fin de semana pasado Last weekend

El año pasado Last year

El verano pasado Last summer

Key Verbs

Fui / fuimos I went / we went

Hice / hicimos I did / we did

Tenía It had
Había There was 

Era It was
Vi/vimos I saw / we saw 

Jugué/jugamos I played / we played

Visité / visitamos I visited / we visited 

Opinions

Me encantó I loved

Me gusto I liked

Lo pasé bien/fatal I had a good/bad time

Lo mejor fue cuando The best thing was when

Lo peor fue cuando The worst thing was when

Lo que más me gustó fue What I liked the most 

was

Lo que menos me gustó fue What I liked the 

least was

Spicy Phrases

Tenía que + infinitive I had to …

Acabo de + infinitive I’ve just …
Decidimos a  + infinitive We decided to …

Time Markers

Normalmente Normally

De vez en cuando From time to time

A veces Sometimes

Los fines de semana At the weekends

Los lunes On Monday’s

A menudo Often

Nunca Never

Suelo + infinitive I usually…

Key Verbs

Voy / vamos I go / we go

Hago / hacemos I do / we do

Tengo / temenos I have / we have

Hay There is 

Es / son It is / they are

Juego/jugamos I play / we play

Veo / vemos I see / we see

Salgo / salemos I go out / we go out

Opinions

Me gusta / me chifla I like

No me gusta I don’t like

No aguanto I can’t stand

Prefiero I prefer

Lo que más/menos me gusta What I like the 
most / least

Spicy Phrases

Tengo que + infinitive I have to …

Si hace buen tiempo … If it’s good weather

Time Markers

El año que viene Next Year

El año próximo Next Year

Este verano This summer

La semana que viene next week

Este fin de semana This weekend

En el futuro In the future

Cuando sea mayor When I’m older

Key Verbs

Voy a ir I am going to go

Voy a trabajar  I am going to work

Voy a tener I am going to have
Voy a hacer I am going to do

Voy a estudiar I am going to study
Habrá there will be

Opinions
Me gustaría + infin I would like to …

Será It will be

Sería it would be

Preferiría I would prefer

Spicy Phrases
Tengo ganas de + infin I really want to …

Tengo la intención de + infin – I intend to …

Si pudiera + conditional If I could I would..

Si tuviera más dinero / tiempo If I had more 

money / time I would
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Cuanda era más joven, pensaba que … When I was younger, I used to think…
Ahora, diría… Now, I would rather say…
Siempre pensaba que… I always thought…
Recientemente aprendí que ... I recently learnt that …
Todo el mundo dice que… Everyone says that…
Aunque sé que Even though I know that…
Si supiera… If I knew that…
Pero creo más bien que. But I believe rather that…
Era/fue mi primera vez, así que… It was my first time so…
Dado que nunca lo había hecho .. Given that I had never done it…
Ya lo intenté una vez pero ... I already tried once before but…
Decidí… I decided…
Estaba equivocado ya que pensé en primer lugar que … I was wrong as I thought firstly that…
Mi madre me dijo que ... My mother told me that…
Estoy a favor ya que estoy de acuerdo con la idea de que… I am for since I agree with the idea that 
Estoy en contra ya que no estoy de acuerdo con la idea de que ... I am against since I disagree with the idea that …
A veces me parece .. Sometimes it seems to me…
En general, lo considero ... In all, I consider it…
Me dí cuenta que… I realised that…
Por otra parte… On the other hand…
Deberías recordar que ... You should remember that …
Hubiera dicho que ... I would have said that… 
Es necesario que se pueda ... It is necessary that one can…
Es posible que se diga… It is possible that one says…
Aunque puedo entender que… Even though I can understand that… 
Respecto a… Regarding…
Sería absurdo / normal decir que ... It would be absurd/normal to say that …
Sería mejor… It would better…
Me gustaría resaltar que ... I would like to underline that…

Key phrases to develop more complex sentences SPANISH
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BULLET POINTS COMMENTS- 150 words essay 2 bullet points

1.un día de las vacaciones cuando tuviste problemas
There must be a clear reference to the past through the use of past tenses or through the
present tense used as a past time frame (e.g. acabo de ir de vacaciones a España …).
There may be reference to good things that happened on the day, but in order to fulfil the task
there needs to be reference to more than one problem.A holiday of more than one day’s duration is
acceptable.
2.un festival en España en que te gustaría participar This can be in the present tense and may
simply
be an opinion on a festival e.g. Me encantan las Fallas porque siempre es una fiesta muy
divertida.The past tense is acceptable if the student writes about a festival that he/she has been to
and had a
good time there. The implication is that he/she would like to go again.Festivals which traditionally
are associated with countries other than Spain are acceptable, for example El Día de los Muertos.

sample answer:
1. El año pasado fui de vacaciones a España con mis padres y mi hermana pequeña. Aunque en
general lo pasamos muy bien y visitamos muchos lugares de interés, uno de los días fue un
desastre. Fuimos de excursión a la catedral famosa de la Sagrada Familia en Barcelona, pero
cuando llegamos, estaba cerrada. ¡Qué horror! Después, fuimos a una tienda de recuerdos y
compré una camiseta preciosa para mi mejor amiga, pero la dejé en el autobús.

2.El año próximo vamos a ir de vacaciones al sur de España, y me gustaría participar en las
celebraciones para la Semana Santa. He visto fotografías y creo que sería espectacular ver las
procesiones en las calles de la ciudad, aunque es posible que sea un poco ruidoso. Me encantan
los festivales en

1. Reference to the past tense- Green words.
2. Fully answer the bullet point.
3. Great details
4. Excellent connectives-Blue words
5. Fantastic adjectives- red words

1. Fully answer the bullet point.

3. Variety  tenses- Purple words-
Conditional tense, perfect tense, future 
tense and present tense
4. Opinions and reasons-yellow words
5. Spicy phrases-grey phrase- It's possible 
that would be-
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